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better days 
words and music - victor kreider  
arrangement - the bbs lounge 
 
By the summer of 1999, I had written over 100 secular songs without an accent.  One afternoon that 
summer, I decided to spend my swaggering attitude and about five minutes writing my first worship song.  
Humbled by God, close friends would greet me (often!) with "theez aww betta daize."  Thanks to delirious 
and God's humor I occasionally pronounce words funny now!   
 
(Proverbs 3:5-6, Psalm 2:12, Psalm 37:3, Psalm 119:35 and Isaiah 26:3-4) 

 
relative to a capo on the first fret 
 

D2     A2    Cmaj7 G6 
trust in the Lord with all your heart 
and don’t hang on your own understanding 
in all your ways acknowledge Him 
and He will make your paths straight 
and you will say 
 

D2  Asus  C2    G 
these are better days the more that i seek You  
these are better days the more that i hear You  
these are better days the more i draw near to You  
these are better days...the more i know You 
 
these are better days the more that i praise You  
these are better days the more that i follow You  
these are better days the more i take refuge in You  
these are better days...the more i know You 
 

Em7          Cadd9    D2   A2  
You reveal Yourself at every turn i make 

Em7      Cadd9 
when i call upon Your help 
   D2    A2       C   G 
i know my life will change it will change 
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verse 

 
chorus 

 
bridge 
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